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Creating Positive Word of Mouth 
There has been no better time in history for the effective 
use of word of mouth in a marketing campaign. 

Two words:  Social.  Media.   

But social media isn’t a magic elixir.  A post on Twitter, 
Facebook or Instagram is simply that – a post.  There’s no 
guarantee that anyone will notice your post or be moved to 
action because of the words, photos or videos in your post. 

We have to make sure we understand what type of word of 
mouth we’re creating, and how to determine if we’re getting a 
good “bang for the buck” from our word of mouth efforts. 

Here are different levels of action steps you can take in your school, your district and your community. 

Creating Positive Word of Mouth 

In Your 
School 

• Have CTE students surprise a beloved, long-term member of your faculty or staff with special food, a 
manufactured item or some other customized gift.  Post the event on social media 

• Create an in-class competition of some type and post standings and the winners in posters outside 
your classrooms.  Post the standings on social media 

• Create IBC attainment goals for your school.  Create a thermometer measure poster near the 
principal’s office.  Celebrate milestone successes.  Post the celebrations on social media 

Among 
Your 
Teachers 

• Hold collaboration meetings with teachers within and across disciplines, including academic-subject 
teachers.  Offer refreshments using a CTE funding source.  Document and share resulting next steps 

• Create a “Teacher Hero” award for teachers who inspire students to attain high-value IBCs.  Include 
academic-subject teachers among the winners.  Post the celebrations on social media 

In Your 
District 

• Create a “Career Caravan” where high school students and their CTE teachers visit elementary 
schools to describe their classes / pathways to young students.  Bring projects the younger students 
can bang away on.  Post the events on social media 

• Host middle school career fairs for middle school students, using a combination of industry experts 
and high school students / teachers.  Include scavenger hunts and other activities that promote 
student engagement and information retention.  Post the event on social media 

• Convince the Superintendent to “name drop” the accomplishments of a CTE teacher / class / student 
in a district communication.  Post the reaction of the teacher / class / student on social media 

In Your 
Community 

• Invite local print and television media to cover the Career Caravans, middle school career fairs and 
Teacher Hero award ceremonies.  Provide links to the “earned media” coverage in social media 

• Collaborate with your school and district communications liaison to publicize the above initiatives in 
the communication channels to parents and local media 

• Write Thank You notes to parents who adopt any of your CTE initiatives in their social media activity 

Note:  including enthusiastic students in your word of mouth action steps on all initiatives increases your odds of success.  
Be careful to work on “message discipline” with your students, guiding them on appropriate use of language and images. 

 

Towards the end of each semester you should summarize the social media coverage your initiatives have 
received, assessing the positive and/or disappointing impact of this coverage, and developing next steps. 

Marketing CTE 

• Creating positive word of mouth 

• Appropriate expectations for 
using social media 

• Using mass media (billboards, 
radio) 
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Appropriate Expectations for Social Media 
The social media communications channel is a mixed blessing.  There’s nothing better in terms of low-cost ways 
to getting the word out on your program.  But maintaining a positive, accurate message (especially as more 
messengers get involved) is a continuing challenge. 

Whether and how social media are good or bad is the subject of intense debate, a wealth of academic study, and 
honest disagreement.  Our goal is not to make a detailed examination of this issue. 

Instead, let’s focus on a tiny part of this issue:  for the purposes of promoting CTE initiatives, what are appropriate 
expectations for the impact of using social media to positively promote CTE initiatives. 

Appropriate Expectations for the Impact of Social Media on Promoting CTE Initiatives 

Positive Not Necessarily Positive 

1) Can reach parents who may not engage with written 
communications from the school 

2) Can engage high school students in promoting their 
own program, giving them a sense of ownership 

3) Low-cost method for outreach to and by a variety of key 
community stakeholders 

4) The message gets out 

5) Platforms for getting your key messages out  

a) Views or retweets are just that – actions, not 
comprehension, engagement or agreement 

b) Must observe sound practice and mandatory policy 
regarding student communications 

c) Can consume an enormous amount of time for an 
uncertain benefit 

d) Hard work to make sure messages are accurate 

e) Earned media coverage is more prestigious 
 

It almost goes without saying that:  “Using social media is a means to an end, not the end itself.” 

So if you’re a voracious user of social media and you’re not getting any increase in stakeholder engagement, then 
you have to ask yourself the questions:  “Is my message properly crafted?  Is my message something that my 
stakeholders might care about?  Are the actions I’m communicating about likely to create greater engagement 
among educators, parents, students and stakeholders?” 

Be thoughtful about how you use social media . . .  

 
Using Mass Media (billboards, radio) 
The most adventurous CTE leaders use actual paid mass media to support their programs.  The Academy website 
can put you in contact with one or two. 

The most intriguing paid medium is billboards.  Traditional poster billboards may be static (i.e., a single 
unchanging image), but they are enduring.  A proper billboard image in a prominent location featuring 
intriguing text and a useful website link can create a cumulative impact that move stakeholders to action.  And 
traditional billboards are among the most affordable of paid media. 

Another relatively-affordable paid medium is radio.  Traditional listening audiences are down, but radio programs 
can be recaptured as podcasts and downloads that increase their audience, especially for targeted messages like 
a public school CTE program.   

CTE leaders who use mass media are in the forefront of innovators.  This is an opportunity that the Academy will 
continue to follow, providing useful links to successful resources and case studies as they emerge. 
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Downloaded Resources to Help with Marketing CTE from www.LACTELeaders.com  

[links tbd] 


